Eagler Golf Rules

There will be 30 prizes awarded (or more if someone scores a hole-in-one!), with the prizes divided by flight.

Each golfer is eligible to win only one (1) hole prize.

The team must choose the best shot every time. However, proximity shots will be measured for designated flight golfers.

Each hole prize will be designated for a particular flight (A, B, C, D). Only the golfer from the particular flight will be eligible to win the designated prize for that hole. To provide the best opportunity for the golfer to win a prize, the golfer eligible for the prize on each hole should play last.

All golfers will be eligible for the hole-in-one prizes on the Par 3 holes.

Included on the prize sheet are the designated flights for each hole. In addition, the AU representative on each tee and green will have and record all prize information and measurements for your assistance. Enjoy, have fun and good luck.
Examples

Closest to the Pin Prize (C Flight Designation)

Second shot results:

A Player  10 feet  Chosen for team to hit next shot
B Player  20 feet
C Player  30 feet  Measured for proximity prize
D Player  40 feet

Longest Putt Prize (D Flight Designation)

Second shot results:

A Player  15 feet  Chosen for team to hit next shot
B Player  25 feet
C Player  35 feet
D Player  50 feet

All players putt from 15 feet. If the D player makes the putt, his/her name is recorded for proximity prize.